
Are we living in a free country??? Or is Maryland now a Dictatorship?  
 
I'm confused???? the people of MY BODY MY CHOICE... are now stooping down to Your Body, 
The Government's Choice.  
 
I oppose and reject any unlawful and unconstitutionally mandate directed to enforce ANY 
experimental chemical or "vaccine" into MY body.  Doing so is the definition of tyranny.  
 
I do not consent to ANY vaccination or experimental treatment introduced to my body.  The 
state of Maryland is NOT authorized to enforce or mandate any introduction of vaccine or 
treatment without my consent under the guise of any health issues.  
 
My private health information is private and will remain private under HIPAA Laws between I 
and my healthcare provider.  
 
The State of Maryland, the federal government nor any entity other than my personal healthcare 
provider SHALL NOT INFRINGE or be privy to my personal and private health status. Nor shall 
you require my personal choice of medicine, injections, abortions, births, root canals, surgeries, 
breast implants, or any other private health-related information and you shall not discriminate 
against me based on any of my personal health choices. Doing so is unconstitutional and you 
will be sued, and never elected again if you attempt to do so.  
 
If you felt that we needed to be healthy you would introduce healthy alternatives to boost 
immunity, reduce comorbidities and increase the overall mental and physical health of our state. 
Introducing foreign unstudied and rushed mRNA compounds that will genetically modify and 
alter our healthy DNA and RNA sequences, cause clotting, increased sterilization and infertility 
is something out of 1940s Nazi Germany and goes without saying...illegal under the Geneva 
Convention.  
 
Stop injecting us with unknown man-made chemical substances (mostly made from aborted 
unborn humans)  and using citizens as guinea pigs. Instead create healthy environments and 
wellness programs where we are given choices in clean water, fresh air, and clean food.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
A concerned Maryland resident 


